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Short Description

Product Details:
Created as a simplified version of the SteelSound 5H v2, SteelSound 4H features many of the same features such as XL-sized ear cushions, a
retractable microphone, volume control, and sound specifically geared towards enhancing in-game performance. However, unlike the SteelSeries
5H v2, this headset can not be dismantled into separate pieces.

All headsets from SteelSeries are optimized for specific sounds found in gaming, like the sound of gunfire, weapon reloads, footsteps and other
crucial in-game sounds. That's why professional gamers all over the world use them. We're sure you will enjoy it too, wether you're an aspiring
competitive gamer or just want to fully immersive yourself in your gaming experience.

We recommend SteelSeries 4H for both FPS and RTS-gamers.

Features:

Lightweight gaming headset with XL-sized earcushions

Developed in cooperation with professional gamers

Retractable uni-directional microphone system

Volume control, featuring 3 microphone settings

Full-size earcups for maximum individual comfort

Strong and deep resonating in-game sound projection

40mm SteelSound SunDancer(Sd) Units

 

Specifications:

Headphones

Frequency response: 16 - 28.000 Hz

Impedance: 40 Ohm

SPL@ 1kHz, 1 Vrms: 110 dB

Cable length: 1,8 m (6 ft.)
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Microphone

Frequency response: 75 - 16.000 Hz

Pick up pattern: Uni-directional

Sensitivity: -38dB

Impedance: 2K Ohm
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Additional Information

Brand Steelseries

SKU 61003SS-D

Weight 3.0000

Special Price $33.71


